Psychotherapy and classification: psychological, psychodynamic, and cognitive aspects.
Psychotherapists' needs for diagnoses and classification in terms of the psychosocial model of a disorder are different from those of the medical model of psychiatric disorders as predominantly used in the DSM and ICD manuals. The challenges emerging from these different diagnostic needs and traditions of diagnosing are formulated as three dichotomies: grouping according to a medical versus psychosocial perspective; using objective versus hermeneutic methodology with the claim of producing factual knowledge versus constructivistic self-interpretation; defining a lasting categorical diagnostic state for the present time versus a versatile monitoring process with attention to the most salient dysfunction at a given time. Disorder-specific psychotherapy cannot overcome these dichotomies. It needs to combine them, and by doing so to reconcile them. It would be desirable that future diagnostic manuals meet psychotherapists' diagnostic needs.